Call for Papers

SUBMIT NOW!
Europe’s largest conference on electronic displays and their applications

www.electronic-displays.de
“Innovation is the key to great displays and systems”

Push your ideas and business by a presentation @ edC 2022

The 36th electronic displays Conference is the established conference in Europe for promoting the dialogue and discussion between engineers, researchers, users and manufacturers/distributors in the field of electronic displays and systems equipped with displays. We are looking for contributions from research & development and applications as well as market trends.

Why submit a paper?

Get a large impact in the display community: edC is Europe’s largest conference on electronic displays and their applications. About 55 presentations and over 800 attendees from all over Europe, USA and Asia on the joint embedded world Conference event platform made the edC a huge success in 2021!

The audience covers the whole value chain: decision makers, engineers and industry professionals. Your presentation will be in the conference proceedings for long-term impact.

Topics of interest include, but are not limited to:

- Display technologies (LCD, OLED, LED, E-paper, flexible displays, (pico-) projection, new technologies like micro-LEDs ...)
- Display applications (e-signage, automotive, vehicular, avionic, consumer, industrial, information, medical, mobile, requirements and solutions ...)
- Driving and interfaces (display and graphics controller, software, FPGA, LVDS, HDMI, embedded DISPLAYPORT, SPI displays ...)
- Touch screens (techniques, technologies, software, optimisations, haptic feedback, gestures, touchless approaches, ...)
- GUI, HMI (software, methods, solutions ...)
- 3D (3D display technologies, reproduction, software, evaluation ...)
- Measurement tasks (display and image quality, ambient light, lifetime ...)
- System aspects and integration of components (embedded systems, mechanics, lifetime, environmental conditions ...)
- Display subassemblies (backlight, surfaces, housing, power supply ...)
- Supply chain (quality assurance, customised displays, reliability, logistics, inspection methods ...)
- Market data (display technologies, trends, touch, interfaces, applications ...)
- NEW: Lighting (automotive, special applications ...)

Important deadlines:

- Abstract Submission: 04. October 2021
- Notification of authors: November 2021
- Paper or presentation for edC proceedings: 21. February 2022
Pandemic situation:

We are aiming for a physical event allowed by the relaxing pandemic restrictions – the spacious conference and exhibition center in Nuremberg offers excellent possibilities for a safe and connected event. The on-site event in Nuremberg will respect the highest hygienic standards of the German health authorities. If you submit a paper, please be prepared to travel to Nuremberg in March 2022. Of course, we will also prepare fallback solutions.

How to submit a paper:

Until 04. October 2021 you will have the opportunity to submit your paper. Requirements for submission:

- Login with existing account or create new account
- Contact data incl. biography/CV (only for new accounts), presentation title, short abstract (max. 1,000 characters).
- If all is well prepared, the submission can be done in 15 minutes!

Please find more details about the Call for Papers and the online submission tool at www.electronic-displays.de. For any questions or further details, please contact the edC chairman Prof. Dr. Karlheinz Blankenbach (kb@displaylabor.de).

Please note: The conference language is English. The approximate speaking slot for each speaker is 20 minutes, except keynotes. Posters are as well available.

Conference Committee:

- Prof. Dr. Karlheinz Blankenbach, Pforzheim University (Chairman)
- Valeriano Ferreras Paz, Robert Bosch GmbH
- Jürgen Laur, Merck KGaA
- Winfried Schwedler, Osram Opto Semiconductors GmbH
- Dr. Jürgen Wahl
- Patrick von Unold, Data Modul AG
Conference participants and speakers will have various backgrounds and areas of interest. They will come from both industry and academia along the value chain of electronic displays and professional display systems. The mixture of presentations and networking like author interviews allow ample opportunities to encounter new ideas and to exchange your views with experts.

Submit your proposal, mark your calendars for **16.-17. March 2022** and join us in Nuremberg for the **electronic displays Conference 2022**!

**Contact:**

Prof. Dr. Karlheinz Blankenbach  
Pforzheim University – Display Lab  
Conference Chairman edC  
Tiefenbronner Straße 65, 75175 Pforzheim, Germany  
P +49(0)7231/28-6658  
E-Mail: kb@displaylabor.de

Renate Ester, Project Manager  
WEKA FACHMEDIEN  
Richard-Reitzner-Allee 2, 85540 Haar, Germany  
P +49(0)89/255 56-1349  
E-Mail: rester@weka-fachmedien.de